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“Some departure from the norm
will occur as time grows more open about it.

The consensus gradually changed; nobody
lies about it any more. Rust dark pouring

 over the body, changing it without decay–
people with too many things on their minds, but we live

 in the interstices, between a vacant stare and the ceiling, 
our lives remind us.”

John Ashbery

The images of Juan Burgos remind us, as Ashbery well says, how our lives are 
constructed with what we believe we know and with what we ignore. And it all occurs 
between perception and the subconscious. The effectiveness of Burgos’ work lies in what 
we believe we know about it, while the importance of his oeuvre is precisely located in 
all that which we do not know. What we know and what we ignore, and all the lies on 
either side. This imaginary is built on a cognitive ideology that cuts across several planes. 
Burgos also uses neutral interstices, historical and mythic references common to the 
diverse cultures and religions, to our present times, while at the same time loaded with 
history and the past, and always immanently urban. This latter argument is hard to sustain 
in an established manner. I thus propose it as a possible idea to enable an approach to his 
work, including the elements used to fill and the blanks thus generated, from a unit of 
space allowing us to believe we know where we stand.

The landscape we are faced with is inhabited: known to us and disconcerting, our own 
landscape while at the same time filled with oddities. In a previous text “Paisajes 

Críticos” (Critical Landscapes), I proposed  thinking the landscape as a “monument” . 
But a monument should be understood as an entity in constant progress. A monument that 
seemingly contradicts its own etymological meaning, as it serves to shelter the ethics that 
serves to build it in a new decidedly fragile and precarious manner. This new series by 
Juan Burgos is based on three female characters that inhabit and build, and are inhabited 
and built by their own individual landscapes. 

Burgos calls this triptych “Burning Bushes” (originally “Las zarzas” -dog-roses- in 
Spanish). Dog-roses are a form of wild and thorny bush that bear edible fruits and may be 
seen as a conjunction of femininity and power. Power is in turn personified by three 
women who in several ways gather what is human and divine, real and mythical: Eva 
Perón (or “Santa Evita”), Saint Rose of Lima and the Pachamama. Three “deities” 
contemplating in the imaginary they embrace the constructions inherent to the social, 
pagan and religious spheres -and they all represent political power, the power of nature 
and the power of faith.



Dressed with apparel linking them with religious costumes, these women of undaunted 
and serene visage, apparently foreign to their milieu but also to themselves, lift their 
clothes to reveal their naked bodies. But there is no humiliation in this voluntary 
exhibition of intimacy. Although it could be considered as an offering or self-sacrifice, 
there is affirmation, confirmation and glory in this action. It is an act of power. A 
primeval, primitive and questioning power that makes no demands is effortlessly 
deployed. A power that somehow leads back to the force of “revelation” in biblical 
history according to which God revealed his name to Moses through the burning bush 
that is on fire but is not consumed. 

Cities, and especially their architecture, are used by Burgos in many of his series. To 
build them, Burgos manipulates the work of different artists such as Julian Opie and 
Daniel Santoro. But it likewise resorts to the images of the liturgical Slavic Tetra-Gospel 
dated in 1502 in a codex from a Moldavian monastery, and in turn manages to convey a 
non-temporal atmosphere within this strange mix. The exhibitionist skirt belongs to Irana 
Douer and the legs with a thread of blood to the photographer Terry Richardson. There 
are also many elements taken from Ed Hardy’s “Beyond Skin”. It is impossible to list the 
never-ending number of elements in his work that refer to the history of art, and range 
from the traditional to the more contemporary. Furthermore, in this work as in others, his 
iconography increases in density with this historical and cultural layering. Ultimately, this 
forms part of the perceptual game proposed by Burgos, now focused on the feminine, its 
strength, origin, power, rupture and revelation. 

If we were to reflect upon Burgos’ work from the anthropological point of view, we 
would view his work and the process entailed in his oeuvre as “play” that escapes real 
space and becomes an answer. As posed by Hans Georg Gadamer, it is not possible to 
think of human culture without a ludic component. Burgos’ images are, in essence, a 
fantastic and playful construction including memory, collection, invention and concretion 
of superimposed imagined worlds and symbols that create an extremely critical language 
brimming with irony. Burgos blends images and situations in critical compositions 
regarding a specific certain society, and while doing so seizes distant identities, stories 
and fables to reconstruct mass-media figures with present-day symbols.

This construction is, according to Heidegger, both symbol and allegory: an allegory, in 
this case, of an imaginary that only exists in Burgos and is integrated into a totality of 
meanings that makes it a symbol. This is Burgos country, chaotic spaces related to the 
impossible through its compositional symmetry. Animated constructions, ghostly 
precursors, images which, although possibly “familiar” and repeated and apparently safe, 
no longer embrace fantasies, and return to a gross Goya-style immanence, where 
barbarism and horror are eloquently proclaimed. In this revulsive space time stops to 
weave fiction together with the reality we inhabit and where it is we who are the 
protagonists.



This scheme may be easily understood when we reflect upon the inconsistency of our 
present times –far beyond the imagination of practically all beings. Is Burgos’ work a 
critical study? I interpret it as such, but also as a necessary space of “known discomfort”: 
an ambit to help us find what we intuit but do not possess. 
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